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“Often on our
voyages to the
southwest islands
of Palau, we have
encountered such
operations…”
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“It’s important
in these waters to
let other vessels
know that we’re
an American ship…”

-

“It is an island that perhaps has seen more destruction than any other, so much so that still, the unspent
mortar rounds are unearthed from their burial sites and the empty cartridges are found strewn along the
beaches as numerous as the fragments of shell and coral, and deaths, numbering more than 11,000 men who
fell during September and October of 1944. This is Peleliu. It took decades for the jungle to overgrow the
ravages of WWII and the years can’t erase the sorrow. Now, it is being fortified once again. War. Senseless.”

Mission: Micronesia
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“The radar picked up an object floating off our starboard bow, apparently immobile in the water at a
distance of two nautical miles from our position. Close observation while holding Nativa’s course indicated it
had begun to move and had taken a bearing toward us, moving our same direction but angled so as to intersect
our course line. While maintaining our forward speed, what was now obviously another vessel began to close
quickly upon us causing great concern. The time was 3:00 AM. Closer now, we could make out that it was a
fishing boat, but he wasn’t fishing. And a crackling voice over the radio, called, “Hey Joe! Got cigarettes?” I
smiled for the moment, but sped up to lay him astern.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight

“From as far
back nearly as I
can remember,
“Doc” has helped
me in so many
ways…”
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...Reaching people on the edge!

Photos by Summer Knight
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Email me:
glen@rimnativa.com

-

The years have passed quickly, multiplying acquaintances both at home and abroad and compounding experiences with the same so much so that often, reflection upon it all creates a flood of
emotion. Word has come just today of the passing of my children’s maternal grandmother, Lovada
Magness of Texarkana, Arkansas. But we sorrow, not as those who have no hope, for our hope is
in Jesus Christ, in Whom, we have eternal life. God bless the memories of all our dear ones.

